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Introduction 

The Canadian Nurses Association (CNA) journal, Peter & Storch, (2008) revised Code of Ethics 

for Registered Nurses to magnify the importance of nursing in social justice and advocacy in the 

implementation of safe social care. The code now has two parts in which the aspects of social 

justice are illumined.  The first section of the code outlines the seven essential norms, and similar 

ethical requirements that registered nurses in Canada should follow. The second part explains the 

thirteen ethical guidelines that nurses may employ to solve the social impediments distressing 

health and wellbeing.  Albeit these guidelines are not part of the nurses’ fundamental moral 

roles, they form part of ethical duties and help to motivate and educate nurses (Peter & Storch, 

2008) Nurses who are not aware of the principles of justice may not be knowledgeable in the 

relevance of the second segment of the code to their profession.  The purpose of this paper is, 

therefore, to point out how the principles of social justice and advocacy support the 

implementation of culturally safe care which is a concern for nurses. 

According to the Canadian Nurses Association, Social justice… a means to an end, an end in 

itself (2010), Social justice refers to the just allocation of resources and obligations among the 

members of a given population, especially a social group.  The concept of social justice 

regarding health and medical care employs the term ‘resources ‘ also to mean other aspects of 

wellbeing that can positively impact on health exemplified by good working conditions, food 

security, decent employment and income, better housing, and social inclusion. 
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Canada is turning out to be progressively ethnically different. Noticeable minorities, including 

Aboriginal Canadians, are demonstrating predictable development and there are projections for 

sustainable growth.  With the expanding different qualities of the country we see social mixing 

as new outsiders and existing ethnic minorities receive and combine Canadian culture with their 

own, making momentous articulations of one of a kind personality. These new social expressions 

are obscuring the comprehension of perceived standards and attributes for all groups in the 

public arena, and no one group can be said to lead a specific way of life. Included among these 

interesting practices are wellbeing and way of life traditions.  

According to Wilson (2004), nursing is battling with how best to administer to the necessities of 

such a different country. The nursing discipline values understanding focused comprehensive 

care however we are tested by how best to give mind that is socially protected and advocative. It 

is indistinct how culture training gets incorporated into the nursing educational module in 

Canada. A few specialists are advancing the social wellbeing system as a philosophy to attract 

consideration regarding adverse results of not recognizing society with regards to welfare. 

Problem statement 

Culturally safe care is a new term, and it is indistinct to what degree nursing professionals are 

making utilization of this system. In spite of the ever expanding support for the incorporation of 

socially safe practices, there is a deficiency of advocacy to bolster the structure in a Canadian 

setting, and it would show up not all nursing organizations are prepared to receive it (Smye, 

Josewski, and Kendall, 2010). It brings up a few issues, one of which is the center of this paper. 
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How is culturally safe care being executed in nursing in regards to advocacy supporting the 

implementation? Since Canadian nursing projects do not get synchronized in their educational 

module, and there is awesome changeability in what nursing understudies get instructed. It is 

protected to say that there is a possible irregularity in consideration of socially safe learning 

content. Beforehand medical attendants used to get educated about beliefs and values of different 

others, yet there was little accentuation on the frameworks of force that molded nurses’ 

dispositions.  Be that as it may, as Anthony and Landeen (2009) propose possibly the ideal 

opportunity for emancipatory advocacy programs has arrived. This advocacy programs would 

align the nurse as a partner to the patient as opposed to an executive in care, inside a social 

setting perceiving all types of knowing.  

Literature Review 

An understanding of culture and principles of social justice paves the way for better advocacy to 

the implementation of culturally safe care. 

Many concur that the way to comprehend culture is to remember it as a socially interceded 

handle that becomes influenced by verifiable and political components (Vandenberg, 2010). The 

present writing is comprehensive with perspectives on a culture that depicts essentialist, 

culturalist, assimilationist, and universalism/multiculturalism points of view.   

 

Essentialist Principle 
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Essentialism is a conventional view that many medical caretakers go up against culture. 

Essentialism implies that culture gets diminished to convictions, values, and lifeways that get 

comprehended by the impartial spectator and transferable to all individuals of that culture. From 

this philosophical viewpoint culture is seen as static (determinism), other persons' religion is 

viewed as outside the standard, and individuals and their practices dictated by their way of life 

(reductionism). This point of view accepts culture gets go down" unaltered.  In their 

investigation of how nursing understudies comprehended culture, Gregory et al., (2010) reported 

that 92.9% observed culture from an essentialist viewpoint. Essentialist perceptions keep medical 

attendants from seeing the multifaceted nature of culture (Gray and Thomas, 2006). In a similar 

study one and only understudy was accounted for as survey culture from a constructivist point of 

view which arranges culture as being socially developed and as a consequence of an individual’s 

association with the earth. 

Culturalist Principle 

A culturalist viewpoint is one that uses the current mainstream representations of culture from 

which to view contrasts among gatherings (Browne and Varcoe, 2006); like a "us and them" 

situation. Like the essentialist viewpoint, culture is seen barely, as something extraordinary that 

the other individual has, and the individual’s contrasts depend on generalizations thought to be 

the standard for the gathering.  

 

Assimilationis Principle 
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Smye, Rameka, and Willis (2006) argue that there is a general assimilationist demeanor in 

Canada. Their view is that statements of uniformity and reasonableness, which appear to be 

sensible, are prevailing in ranges like social insurance, in any case, these thoughts serve to stifle 

distinction and bolster business as usual. This view varies from the essentialist see that helps to 

bring up contrast as though they were unusual. The creators trust this assimilationist state of 

mind has negative social insurance suggestions for the gathering not having a place with the 

overwhelming society as far as accessibility of getting to and alternatives.  

Universalism/Multiculturalism Principle 

Another perspective is the universalism/multiculturalism polarity. Multiculturalism is formally 

some portion of Canada’s current strategy. However, some report that both universalism and 

multiculturalism are still in presence and act to negate each other (Brascoupe and Waters, 2009). 

On the one hand, Canadians express visual deficiency toward distinction recognizing everybody 

as equivalents; while conversely socially one of a kind people and gatherings are seen as unique 

concerning the overwhelming society. Individuals and their social practices and lifeways get 

measured against the prevailing culture’s method of getting things done. Allen (2006) stated that 

surveying different societies as contrastingly hued marbles existing in a white setting leaves 

nurture unable to see uniqueness on an assortment of levels inside Canada’s multicultural 

picture. In this regard, multiculturalism mirrors a reductionist position by standard the diverse 

culture.  
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These areas are pertinent to the dialog of social security and nursing training as their examination 

attracts to light the need to make a more refined understanding that adjusts to nursing’s plan and 

practice. Medical caretakers are expanding drawing upon social equity and wellbeing value focal 

points as the establishment for nursing care (Gray and Thomas, 2006). Medical caregivers are 

growing their understandings of culture far from the essentialist see and toward an understanding 

that people's social practices are socially developed and impacted by what is happening in their 

general surroundings (Browne and Varcoe, 2006; Vandenberg, 2010). Numerous teachers are 

likewise supporting the move far from the multicultural perspective as they express that it 

strengthens the overwhelming culture’s lifestyle and delete other social groups' character by 

lumping them together. It is no more drawn out adequate to liken culture with ethnicity or race; 

along these lines ascribing wellbeing inconsistencies that arise out of socially interceded 

practices to special social gatherings. Medical caretakers are presently being tested to consider 

the elements that impact culture, their own and others’, and how these variables shape the 

attendant patient relationship.  Smye, Rameka and Willis (2006), pronounce that with the end 

goal for attendants to fundamentally look at the culture and how power has organized it, 

sociopolitical, and authentic occasions, medical caretakers need access to training that opens 

them to necessary, postcolonial instructional methods and structures. For example, the social 

security system, that draws in them in an intelligent procedure where they consider these 

components.  

The trading of thoughts regarding society, its significance and esteem with regards to wellbeing, 

is turning out to be more unmistakable in the nursing writing. As medical caretakers our mindset 
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about culture is developing from an essentialist, ethnocentric viewpoint to a more open, and 

comprehensive method for comprehension the general population we tend to (Vandenberg, 

2010). Numerous scientists are participating in an active investigation into how culture is being 

caught on. For instance, Browne and Varcoe (2006) investigated how nurses‟ suppositions about 

culture affected how they contemplated Aboriginal patients. Their discoveries demonstrated that 

nursing had verifiably seen culture to barely which has just served to sustain racial 

predispositions through suppositions given the connecting of practices to unmistakable attributes. 

At last nurses' understandings of culture have been distorted.  

At the point when medical attendants have a more unpredictable comprehension of culture, they 

are accepted to achieve positive results in nursing care. A few specialists are advancing 

substitute ways to deal with the conceptualization of culture. One such approach is a basic 

constructivist focal point that permits medical attendants to come to know the culture of an 

unpredictable idea that helps them give better care to specific gatherings (Vandenberg, 2010). As 

attendants advance in their conceptualization of culture as a dynamic, complex social process, 

they will put themselves in new region one. This conceptualization will abandon them open to 

considering how authentic and social components can and have designed the lives of different 

patient populaces, and how control keeps on impacting the medical caretaker quiet relationship 

(Vandenberg, 2010).  

A more mind boggling comprehension of culture as an idea and a build should be provided if 

medical caregivers are to gain ground toward reacting to the necessities of their patients in a 
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more all-encompassing way (Smye, Rameka, and Willis, 2006). Social wellbeing is one structure 

that medical attendant researchers and teachers accept may help medical attendants to connect 

with culture in its societal setting and with patients from different social foundations (Smye, 

Rameka, and Willis, 2006). 

Conclusion 

Nurses have experiences with individuals of different societies consistently. Phenomenological 

investigations of nurses’ encounters working with assorted qualities need to keep including an 

inquiry of the nurses’ considering how he/she arranges persistent, focused, comprehensive care, 

and what it resemble from his/her point of view to give attention to a scope of individuals of 

various societies in a similar move. This information could help medical caretakers to create 

sympathy, essential considering, and relational abilities with the goal that they might advocate 

for their patients. 
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